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Welcome to our Rising Stars
2019 Catalogue!
Throughout the course of the year we have been listening to your
feedback on our resources, and finding out more about what you need
at work. This contribution has been invaluable – thank you! As a result,
we have worked with some of your teaching colleagues to develop new
resources that support you and help your pupils to do their very best.
These are the highlights:

ACHIEVE
New fun and focused
SATs revision for just
£2.50 per copy
Our bestselling Achieve revision series has
been fully updated to support the 2019
national tests and includes updates from
the May 2018 exams, making it the most
up-to-date revision series on the market.
The series covers everything that could be
tested while ensuring children have some
fun as they learn. See page 54.

Read in to Writing
We’ve used your feedback to develop an
exciting new English series written by
teachers and literacy experts. Your whole
class will achieve higher quality reading
and writing by studying whole texts in
depth. See page 12.

Cracking
Comprehension
We’ve updated and improved the essential
comprehension resource, including more
units, more text types, and independent
online pupil practice. Track children’s
learning with progress trackers and
encourage and motivate children with
immediate rewards. See page 14.

Reading Planet
Reading Planet is now used and loved by
hundreds of schools across the country.
We’re continuing to expand with new books
for Key Stage Two. Written by top authors
including Anne Fine and Ross Montgomery,
this rich collection of fiction and non-fiction
includes retellings of much-loved classics,
modern character stories and inspirational
biographies. See page 4.

Find out more about how our wide range of resources can support the
needs of your school and get your bespoke quote by booking a visit from
your local consultant – see page 65 for their details.
With best wishes for a successful 2019,

Jane Tyler, Publishing Director
Rising Stars
P.S. If you’d like to share your feedback with us please do join our
Teacher Team – there is information on how to do so on page 63.
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risingstars-uk.com/english

We are proud to work with leading primary English experts,
drawing on the latest research into how children learn, to
develop supportive teaching and learning resources to help all
schools deliver an exciting and effective English curriculum.

Reading

Complete
English
curriculum

Reignite reading in your school
with a fresh and
modern scheme

Achieve high quality
reading and writing with
this new series

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

risingstars-uk.com/readintowriting

A great-value interactive eBook library
to bring reading alive
risingstars-uk.com/onlinelibrary

Also available
New Curriculum

Reading Comprehension
Tests

New Curriculum

Spelling Tests

Consistent comprehension practice
for the whole school

Practise and prepare for the new
English spelling tests

risingstars-uk.com/comptests

risingstars-uk.com/spellingtests

English and Reading CPD
risingstars-uk.com/english

Comprehension

Writing

CRACKING

Covering reading, writing, punctuation and
spelling; Rising Stars can help you teach all the
key skills of the English programme of study with
our wide range of workshops. See page 62

Intervention

Spelling and
vocabulary

ON TRACK

COMPREHENSION

H
ENGLIS

Improve comprehension skills
with a brand new edition of this
best-selling resource

A step-by-step programme
to nurture creative and
skilled writers

Targeted interventions to boost
attainment in reading comprehension,
grammar and writing

Everything you need to teach
impactful spelling lessons

risingstars-uk.com/cracking

risingstars-uk.com/crackingwriting

risingstars-uk.com/ontrackeng

risingstars-uk.com/rsspelling

Vocabulary
Flexible vocabulary teaching to build
essential skills and knowledge
risingstars-uk.com/vocabulary

New Curriculum

Dictation Tests
Simple tests to practise
dictation skills

Powerful multi-sensory intervention
to bridge the gap from phonics
to fluency

Challenging English activities
to extend higher attainers

A lively toolkit to help you tackle
technical English skills

risingstars-uk.com/dictationtests

risingstars-uk.com/wordblaze

risingstars-uk.com/englishmoreable

risingstars-uk.com/skillsbuilders

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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READING AND ENGLISH

Key Stages
Whether you want to buy individual books or book packs,
we can build a Reading Planet package to suit your needs
and budget.
Reception and Key Stage One:
Individual copies start at £3.40 or you can save up to 20%
on packs.
Key Stage Two:
Individual copies start at £6.75 or packs start at £40.

Reignite reading
in your school!
Reading Planet will transform
your school’s approach to reading
through a fresh and modern
scheme for Reception to Year 6.
•• Get all children hooked on reading through relevant stories,
characters and themes that truly reflect their world.
•• Inspire and empower readers with books that celebrate diversity
and champion individuality.
•• Develop essential reading, comprehension
and vocabulary skills with resources
written for the current
curriculum.

4

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

‘It is the Reading Planet
books that the children
look out for time and
time again.’
Pete Richardson, Deputy Head Teacher –
Walton Le Dale Primary School

A Guide to Reading Planet
READING AND ENGLISH

Feel confident in embedding Reading Planet across your whole school with carefully levelled
books and supporting resources that will ensure reading progress for every child.

Reception and Key Stage 1
Year
Group

Approx.
Age

Band

Nursery

3–4

Lilac

Reception

Year 1

4–5

5–6

Year 2

6–7

12 titles

12 titles

Pink A

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Pink B

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Red A

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Red B

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Yellow

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Blue

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Green

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Orange

12 titles

12 titles

12 titles

Turquoise

12 titles

12 titles

Purple

12 titles

12 titles

Gold

12 titles

12 titles

White

12 titles

12 titles

Key Stage 2
Years 2–3

7–8

Year 3

7–8

Year 4

8–9

Fiction

Non-Fiction

New Spring 2019

New Summer 2019

Stars/Lime

6 titles

6 titles

Mercury/Brown

6 titles

6 titles

Venus/Brown

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

6 titles

New Summer 2019

New Spring 2020

Earth/Grey

Year 4

8–9

Mars/Grey

6 titles

6 titles

Year 5

9–10

Jupiter/Blue

6 titles

6 titles

Years 5–6

10–11

Saturn/Blue/Red

6 titles

6 titles

Year 6

10–11

Supernova/Red+

6 titles

6 titles

Interactive ebooks, teacher support and parent
guidance. Available now for Reception and
Key Stage One. Coming soon for Key Stage Two.

To order call 01235 400 555

Guide to reading
with your child
Ways to help your child get the
most from reading at home

My
Reading
Record

Making sense of phonics
Book banding explained
Ideas for developing understanding

See the order form for full pack details

Name:
Class:
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READING AND ENGLISH

Embed the essential early reading skills through hundreds of exciting books
for Lilac to White band. With a variety of fiction and non-fiction across four
fantastic strands, there’s something to enthral every young reader.

Start the reading journey with
beautiful wordless and first
word books
Lift-off fully prepares young children for reading. 24 Lilac
and Lilac+ books will develop essential early language skills
through familiar topics and stories.

Build firm foundations in
reading with fresh and
fully-decodable phonics
Make phonic reading fun and meet the demands of the
new curriculum with 96 Pink A to Orange books that you
can easily slot into your phonics teaching.

Pages from Making Music, Lift-off – Lilac
Pages from In the Fish Tank,
Rocket Phonics – Red B

Pages from Town Mouse and Country Mouse, Lift-off First Words – Lilac+

6

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

Experience amazing
adventures with an
action-packed character series

Enrich the curriculum with
captivating fiction and
non-fiction

There’s never a dull moment with the Comet Street Kids!
Travel through time, journey across the globe and tackle
tricky challenges in 144 highly decodable books for
Pink A to White.

Boost your cross-curricular teaching with this rich
collection of fiction and non-fiction for Pink A to White.
144 books featuring stunning artwork and rich vocabulary
to immerse children in a range of genres and topics.

Pages from Alien Race,
Comet Street Kids – Turquoise

To order call 01235 400 555

READING AND ENGLISH

Reception
& Key Stage
One

Pages from Wriggle Room and
Other School Poems, Galaxy – Gold

See the order form for full pack details
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READING AND ENGLISH

NEW
Key Stage
Two

Develop pupils into confident independent readers
through 96 books for Stars (Lime) to Supernova (Red+)
band. Children will love reading the exciting fiction and
non-fiction that has the appeal of ‘real’ books and the
careful progression of a scheme.
•• Inspire them to keep reading with gripping stories
written by top authors including Anne Fine, Ross
Montgomery and Tony Bradman.
•• Broaden knowledge of different curriculum areas and
tap into children’s interests with fascinating non-fiction
that explores topics from new angles.
•• Build essential comprehension and vocabulary skills
required in the curriculum through the rich language
used across a range of genres.
Captivating fiction
brings much-loved
classics, traditional
tales and modern
stories alive for
readers

Sample pages from Heidi –
Stars (Lime) band

8

risingstarsreadingplanet.com

READING AND ENGLISH

Sample pages from Four
Corners: Tales from the British
Isles, Lime (Stars)

Sample pages from Animal
Engineers, Stars (Lime)

Non-fiction will
intrigue and spark
curiosity with
colourful artwork,
infographics and
diagrams

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stages
READING AND ENGLISH

ISBN

9781510414334

Title

Price

Reading Planet Online Library

Free
30-day trial

School Price

£275 +VAT

A great-value interactive
eBook library to bring
reading alive
The Reading Planet Online Library immerses children in
exciting eBook versions of all Reading Planet books to improve
comprehension and vocabulary skills. The affordable subscription
provides easy access to all staff, pupils and parents in your school
and can be used alongside your Reading Planet books or on its own.
★★ Explore a book with your whole class, a group or in a
one-to-one reading session by accessing the library
anywhere, on any device.
★★ Regularly check understanding through built-in quizzes
and the reporting tool.
★★ Motivate and inspire children to read: children will receive
a star for each book they complete.
★★ Support EAL and struggling readers using the fun audio
synchronisation.
★★ Strengthen home/school links by allocating eBooks for
children to read at home.

‘I really like Reading Planet
because the online books help
me to learn new words and
that makes me better at
my reading.’
Year 2 pupil at
St Barnabas CE First & Middle School

10

risingstars-uk.com/onlinelibrary

Available now
for Reception &
Key Stage One.
Key Stage Two
out soon.

READING AND ENGLISH

Use the handy
teacher toolbox
to highlight and
zoom into a text

Sample eBook pages from
Mission on Mars – Comet
Street Kids, Purple band

Pupils take quizzes
during and after
reading. The range
of questions types
test a variety of
comprehension skills

‘Pupils who are more
reluctant readers are growing
in confidence when the online
books are used as a focus for
guided reading activities.’
Stephen Booth, Assistant Headteacher,
St Barnabas CE First & Middle School

Track reading
progress with
the easy-to-use
reporting
dashboard

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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READING AND ENGLISH

Key Stages
Units will be available from March 2019 with further units
released later in the year. See the order form to find
out more.

NEW

Achieve high quality reading
and writing
Raise English attainment and transform your teaching of
texts through this new online series developed by teachers
and literacy experts. By studying classic and contemporary
children’s literature, children will develop their reading
skills and understanding, helping them to approach their
writing with confidence and
greater depth.

‘At the heart of Read in to Writing
are quality texts which you will
teach for quality reading and writing.
These texts are more than just
stimuli for writing.’
Maggie McGuigan, Series Editor

Just £30
per unit!

What’s included in Read in to Writing:
Each unit costs £30 and includes permanent access to all the
downloadable and editable planning, teaching and moderation
resources needed for teaching English through a whole book.
Units include much-loved classics, timeless picture books and
modern fiction by new authors.
Download free samples at risingstars-uk.com/readintowriting

12

risingstars-uk.com/readintowriting

How Read in to Writing works
You and your pupils will spend time delving into
a book and looking at character, theme and plot
in depth, through discussion and drama.

Analyse

Children will look at vocabulary and grammar
in context, helping them to expand their
understanding and confidence.

Reflect

READING AND ENGLISH

Read & Explore

They will then draw on what they have
read and learnt to help plan what they
are going to write.

Write

Using their new skills and knowledge, children
will be able to put pen to paper with confidence
and write with purpose and expression.

Sample unit for
Read in to Writing,
Year 6 – Skellig

‘The Skellig unit inspired my
children to write stories on a
deeper level than I have ever
experienced before. Their range of
vocabulary, use of short sentences
for effect and language
danced off the page.’
Jessie Farley, Author and KS2 Leader

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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READING AND ENGLISH

Key Stages

New edition!
Now with
built in pupil
practice

Develop key reading
comprehension skills with
updated modelling software,
more units and practice quizzes

ISBN

Title

Price

9781510468139

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition
Whole School Pack

£840

9781510452565

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Reception

£150

9781510452572

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 1

£150

9781510452589

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 2

£150

9781510452596

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 3

£150

9781510452602

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 4

£150

9781510452619

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 5

£150

9781510452626

Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 6

£150

Save £210 when you buy the complete school pack

Engage pupils in reading comprehension with fun activities
and recognisable texts.
•• Provide step-by-step support for each teaching unit with
clear teacher’s notes.
•• Confidently guide pupils through the sessions with
full answers and useful strategies.
•• Measure progress with assessment tasks
containing photocopiable texts and
accompanying questions, digital
independent pupil practice, quizzes and
progress tracking.

14

risingstars-uk.com/cracking

Featuring
engaging texts
from popular
authors and poets
such as Roald Dahl
and Carol Ann Duffy
Sample pages from Cracking Comprehension
Fourth Edition Year 6

Sample pages from Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 6

READING AND ENGLISH

‘Cracking Comprehension has
resulted in all children in Year 6,
(56 pupils) achieving a minimum
of 100 on the scaled score and an
average scaled score for the
cohort of 109.1.’
Mrs. Hodgeson,
Blackburn the Redeemer C.E.Primary

Access free samples at
risingstars-uk.com/
cracking

‘The Cracking Comprehension
resource has been easily and
seamlessly mapped across our
school’s English and Literacy schemes
and also complements our current
ICT scheme – Switched on ICT ’
Aled Williams, Barry Island Primary School

Sample from Cracking
Comprehension
Fourth Edition Year 6

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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READING AND ENGLISH

Key Stages

Nurture creative and skilled writers
with a step-by-step programme

Title

Price

9781510414945

Cracking Writing Whole School Pack

£420

9781510401976

Cracking Writing Year 1 Pack

£87.50

9781510401983

Cracking Writing Year 2 Pack

£87.50

9781510401990

Cracking Writing Year 3 Pack

£87.50

9781510402003

Cracking Writing Year 4 Pack

£87.50

9781510402010

Cracking Writing Year 5 Pack

£87.50

9781510402027

Cracking Writing Year 6 Pack

£87.50

Save £105 when you buy the whole school pack

This simple-to-use writing programme will improve writing standards
across your school. Using high-quality model texts and lively teaching
sessions, Cracking Writing inspires creativity in writing while
embedding essential grammar, punctuation and spelling skills.

MODEL

Demonstrate what ‘a good
one’ looks like and encourage
discussion with high-quality
model extracts across a range of
genres.

PLAN

Help all children to plan their
writing effectively,using teaching
activities and photocopiable
frameworks.

WRITE

Each unit culminates in writing
outcomes that encourage
children to write imaginatively
and for a range of purposes. Units
link to topics so writing can be linked
to different curriculum areas.

ASSESS

REVIEW
AND EDIT

16

ISBN

Use the moderation grids per
unit and yearly progression
frameworks to help you
benchmark work against the
expected standard.
Ensure children can review and
edit their work independently,
in pairs, groups or as a class.

risingstars-uk.com/crackingwriting

Sample page from Cracking Writing Year 5 model extract

READING AND ENGLISH

Sample pages from
Cracking Writing
Year 5 framework

‘It will also make writing
easier and more creative
for children and help them
to become musicians of
the English language.’
Teach Primary

Sample pages from
Cracking Writing Year 5
teaching activities and
moderation guidance

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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READING AND ENGLISH

Key Stages

ON TRACK

H
S
I
L
ENG

ISBN

Title

Price

9781510462625

On Track English Complete Programme

£600

9781510434745

On Track English: Reading Comprehension

£350

9781510434752

On Track English: Writing and Grammar

£350

Save £100 when you buy the complete programme

Raise attainment in English with
targeted, step-by-step intervention
On Track English is a new intervention programme to help schools
boost attainment in reading comprehension, writing and grammar.
With built-in easy-to-use diagnostic tools, teachers are able to
easily identify areas of weakness and quickly implement effective
intervention sessions to get struggling pupils back on track.
•• Boost confidence in reading and writing with high-quality,
engaging texts and accompanying audio resources.
•• Develop staff skills and knowledge with accompanying
CPD videos.
•• Easily monitor progress with assessment guidance and
tracking grids.

1

2

Identify
gaps and
weaknesses
Use classroom observation
and children’s work to
identify children who may
require intervention in a
specific area of the English
curriculum

›

3

Deliver intervention

Assess

•• Select the appropriate set of carefully
structured 20 minute lessons from the
activity pack

On the final day of the
intervention, assess
what each child in the
group is able to do
independently, using the
assessment tasks and
guidance, and identify
the next steps for their
learning

•• Use the accompanying online resources
to deliver a week-long intervention
programme that strengthens and
reinforces learning
High quality CPD
videos to support
staff in delivering
intervention

18

Written by experienced
authors and literacy
consultants Dee Reid, Kate
Ruttle, Gill Matthews,
Catherine Casey and
Stephanie Austwick

risingstars-uk.com/ontrackeng

›

On Track English: Reading Comprehension

Sample pages from On Track English:
Comprehension

READING AND ENGLISH

Based on
high-quality texts
to engage and
interest children

Provides a
strong focus on
vocabulary to allow
children to access
meaning

On Track English: Writing and Grammar

Sample pages from On Track English:
Reading Writing and Grammar

Supports children
at all stages of
writing, covering:
planning, drafting,
editing and
proofing

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stages

Everything you need to teach
impactful spelling lessons

ISBN

Title

Price

9781471892769

Rising Stars Spelling Whole School Pack

£420

9781471879241

Rising Stars Spelling Year 1 Pack

£87.50

9781471879258

Rising Stars Spelling Year 2 Pack

£87.50

9781471879265

Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 Pack

£87.50

9781471879272

Rising Stars Spelling Year 4 Pack

£87.50

9781471879289

Rising Stars Spelling Year 5 Pack

£87.50

9781471879296

Rising Stars Spelling Year 6 Pack

£87.50

Save £105 when you buy the whole school pack

Rising Stars Spelling provides a lively, flexible
programme for teaching spelling across your
school. Teach all the statutory word lists through
fun and lively activities for every week.
•• Save time with all the pre-prepared
resources you need to deliver consistent
spelling sessions.
•• Build knowledge year on year through
a rigorous learning pathway.
•• Get SATs ready using the extra revision
and practice activities for Years 2 and 6.

Includes extra
revision and
practice activities
in Years 2 and 6
to support SATs
preparation

Sample unit from Rising Stars Spelling Year 2

‘Completely revolutionises
predictable old-school approaches
to spelling and does so by actually
lowering workload rather than
raising it for teachers.’
Peter Richardson,
Walton Le Dale Primary School

20

risingstars-uk.com/rsspelling

Key Stages
Title

Price

9781510436947

Rising Stars Vocabulary Complete School Pack

£220

9781510431768

Rising Stars Vocabulary Reception and
Key Stage 1 Pack

£90

9781510431775

Rising Stars Vocabulary Lower Key Stage 2 Pack

£90

9781510431782

Rising Stars Vocabulary Upper Key Stage 2 Pack

£90

READING AND ENGLISH

Vocabulary

ISBN

Save £50 when you buy the whole school pack

Flexible vocabulary teaching
to build essential skills and
knowledge
Easily incorporate vocabulary teaching into your timetable with
this pick-up and teach programme. Fun teaching activities will
help children improve vocabulary and become more successful
readers and writers.
•• Develop a rich understanding of language and boost
comprehension using creative teaching strategies such as
drama and outdoor games.
•• Explore vocabulary in context through rich
high-quality source texts which include poetry,
fairytales and non-fiction.
•• Tap into other curriculum subjects with fun
activities that cover topic vocabulary including
specific mathematical and scientific
technical terms.

‘Rich, deep and
extended activities for
supporting pupils to
actively process new
word meanings.’
Teach Primary

Sample unit from Rising Stars Vocabulary Year 6

risingstars-uk.com/vocabulary
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READING AND ENGLISH

Key Stages

A lively toolkit to help you tackle
technical English skills
Teach, practise and revise grammar, punctuation, spelling and
vocabulary with ease with a range of interactive teacher and
pupil resources that will inject fun into your skills teaching.
•• Cover all of the technical content needed using the guidance
and teaching ideas in the Teacher’s Guides.
•• Model and practise concepts in a
memorable way through the
online interactive activities.
•• Revise and apply new knowledge
in the colourful Pupil Books.

Children
complete interactive
activities on the
whiteboard or
individually on PCs
or tablets

Sample pages from the Skills
Builders Year 6 Grammar and
Punctuation Pupil Book
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risingstars-uk.com/skillsbuilders

ISBN

Title

Price

9781786002051

Skills Builders Key Stage 1 Complete Pack (15-copy)

£250

9781786002082

Skills Builders Year 1 Pack (15-copy)

£130

9781786002099

Skills Builders Year 2 Pack (15-copy)

£130

9781510422261

Skills Builders Key Stage 2 Complete Pack (15-copy)

£750

9781783397112

Skills Builders Year 3 Pack (15-copy)

£190

9781783397235

Skills Builders Year 4 Pack (15-copy)

£190

9781783397297

Skills Builders Year 5 Pack (15-copy)

£190

9781510422254

Skills Builders Year 6 Pack (15-copy)

£190

Save £10 when you buy the complete pack

Key Stages

Deliver intervention with impact and meet Key Stage 2
National Curriculum expectations with WordBlaze. Pupils
will be motivated as they complete exciting global-themed
challenges that help to develop reading and spelling skills.

Title

Price

9781783397624

WordBlaze Group Pack

£320

9781783397631

WordBlaze Pupil Workbooks Group Top-Up Pack

£250

9781783393404

WordBlaze Teacher's Handbook

£70

9781510457980

WordBlaze Workbook 1 Pack (10 copies)

£40

9781510457997

WordBlaze Workbook 2 Pack (10 copies)

£40

9781510458000

WordBlaze Workbook 3 Pack (10 copies)

£40

9781510458017

WordBlaze Workbook 4 Pack (10 copies)

£40

9781510458024

WordBlaze Workbook 5 Pack (10 copies)

£40

9781510458031

WordBlaze Workbook 6 Pack (10 copies)

£40

READING AND ENGLISH

Multisensory intervention to
bridge the gap from phonics
to fluency

ISBN

Save £10 when you buy the group pack

•• Build fluency through motivating repeated-reading games.
•• Enrich vocabulary and improve spelling using
phonic-structured Wordbanks.
•• Save planning time and support TAs to deliver
sessions with ease through structured teacher
and pupil resources.

’The impact on reading
ability has quickly been
evident, particularly in
relation to decoding.’
Michael Tidd, Deputy Headteacher,
Edgewood Primary School

Sample pages
from Paddle the
Amazon Pupil
Workbook

’The Year 6 group made
2 ¼ months progress in
spelling in the 6 weeks of
the programme’
Catherine Clayton-Young, Headteacher,
Griffin Park Primary School

risingstars-uk.com/wordblaze
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Key Stages

New Curriculum

Reading Comprehension
Tests
Consistent comprehension
practice for the whole school

ISBN

Title

Price

9781471893155

New Curriculum Reading Tests Whole-School Pack

£420

9781471886850

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 1 Pack

£87.50

9781471886867

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 2 Pack

£87.50

9781471886874

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 3 Pack

£87.50

9781471886881

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 4 Pack

£87.50

9781471886898

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 5 Pack

£87.50

9781471886904

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 6 Pack

£87.50

Save £105 when you buy the whole-school pack

Fully prepare your pupils for the demanding national tests
in reading comprehension with photocopiable tests and
teaching guidance for Years 1-6.
•• Save time with ready-to-go test-style questions at your
fingertips.
•• Expose children to a variety of age
appropriate fiction and non-fiction
in line with the national
curriculum.
•• Easily identify weaknesses and
find ways to intervene using the
marking guidance and suggested
next steps.
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6 tests per term,
each covering two or
three assessable elements
that can be used to
practise a particular
skill,or identify gaps
in knowledge

risingstars-uk.com/comptests

Sample pages from New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 4

Key Stages

Spelling Tests

Practise and prepare for the new
English spelling tests

Title

Price

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Whole-School Pack

£420

9781783395989

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 1

£87.50

9781783395996

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 2

£87.50

9781783396009

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 3

£87.50

9781783396016

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 4

£87.50

9781783396023

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 5

£87.50

9781783396030

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 6

£87.50

READING AND ENGLISH

New Curriculum

ISBN

9781783395972

Save £105 when you buy the whole-school pack

Ensure pupils are familiar with, and confident when taking
the national spelling tests. These ready-made tests include all
the statutory word list words, plus many more, so you can be
confident your pupils are practising everything required.
•• Save time with 30 tests per year group.
•• Ensure weekly progression and coverage
of the new National Curriculum word lists
plus many more.

Includes
audio
versions of
all tests

•• Consolidate classroom teaching with tests
based around spelling rules.

risingstars-uk.com/spellingtests

New Curriculum

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781471878688

New Curriculum Dictation Tests Years 1-6

£100

Dictation Tests

Simple tests to practise
dictation skills
New Curriculum Dictation Tests have been developed
to ensure all children can write simple sentences
dictated by the teacher by memory, as required by
the new English programme of study.

’I believe that these
really help with comprehension as
the children really have to listen
to identify punctuation, power
of words and the grammatical
structure of a sentence. My
children love doing them too.‘
Carla Gotch, Assistant Head Teacher,
Tennyson Road Primary School

•• Save time with ready-made simple sentence dictation tests.
•• Ensure regular practice and application of GPS skills.
•• Collect evidence for writing moderation.

risingstars-uk.com/dictationtests
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Rising Stars Maths
An Overview
Page numbers
at a glance
Mastery Maths
Scheme

Early Years

Intervention

Problem Solving
and Reasoning

Arithmetic and
Mental Maths

More Able

26

28
30
34
37
39
59

risingstars-uk.com/maths

Embed an exciting maths curriculum using supportive,
expertly developed teaching and learning resources,
drawing on the latest research into how children learn.

Mastery Maths
Scheme

Help every child succeed in maths
from Early Years to Year 6 with
whole-school maths mastery.
risingstars-uk.com/rsm

Half-termly
Assessments
Check children’s understanding with
time-saving, ready-made tests.
risingstars-uk.com/rsm

Mathematics CPD

Develop your maths provision with a wide range
of workshops, covering maths mastery, the CPD
approach, fractions and the SATS.
See page 62

risingstars-uk.com/maths

Supplementary
resources

Wholeschool
solutions
£200

Year group
packs
£50

Test Practice

Integrate problem-solving and
reasoning into day-to-day teaching
across your school.

Support problem-solving and promote
discussion with pictures to project onto
your whiteboard.

Build skills and confidence
with age appropriate test practice
from Years 1-6.

risingstars-uk.com/problemsolving

risingstars-uk.com/picturemaths

risingstars-uk.com/reasoning

ths
a
M
the
r
o
f
re
Mole
Ab

New Curriculum

Arithmetic
Tests

Stretch and extend your
students with exciting
space themed activities.

Give children the best chance of mastering
the mathematics curriculum with these
classroom activities.

Prepare for the arithmetic
test paper with regular test practice
for Years 1-6.

risingstars-uk.com/mma

risingstars-uk.com/masteringmaths

risingstars-uk.com/arithmetic

Practise
Maths

New Curriculum

Mental Maths
Tests

Secure understanding with practice
questions to cover every objective
from the curriculum.

Help children meet curriculum expectations
with targeted, same-day intervention
now linked to PUMA.

Build fluency with weekly mental
maths practice tests.

risingstars-uk.com/practisemaths

risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths

risingstars-uk.com/mentalmaths

83
1 2
5 9
4
23 4
7
6

738
To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stages
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How to Buy:
Tailor Rising Stars Mathematics to suit your school’s needs and budget. Speak to
your local sales consultant who can help create a bespoke package for your school.
Visit risingstars-uk.com/consultant to find your local consultant.

Reinvigorate maths mastery
at your school with the most
cost-effective, fun and flexible
scheme, helping you deliver
mastery the way you want
Year
Group

Teacher’s
Guide

Pupil
Textbooks

Practice
Books

•• Refresh your mastery curriculum with easy-to-use Student Books and
digital resources, including unit plans and teacher guides, alongside
animations, maths toolkits and CPD videos created by maths mastery
experts.
•• Impact all children’s enthusiasm and progress in mathematics through
a mastery scheme that’s fun and enjoyable to teach.
•• Measure children’s understanding of concepts covered throughout with
Half-Termly Assessments and insightful, intelligent progress trackers.
Half-termly
Assessments

Whiteboard
eTextbooks
Unit

1

Year

Online
Resource Bank

Numbers everywhere!

1

What else do I
have 10 of?

Pupil videos
introduce the topic
I wonder where
number 28 is?

Game
board

Shape hunt

3

Year

5 is a special
number. I’m 5!

2

Let's play

Digital versions of
the Teacher’s Guides

10




















































Review

Year








And finally …

7

3

You need:

678 > 687
909 > 900

Teacher’s Guide

46

Base 10 apparatus

game
See pages 60–1 of the Teacher’s Guide. Explain the rules for each
10
them to challenge
to play. Encourage
counters
100 1
and allow children to choose whichplace-value
themselves and practise what they have learnt in the unit.

place-value grid

818 > 881
701 < 710

2

digit cards

a

Use representations of your choice to check Mia and Oli’s statements.

b

Write all the numbers in order from smallest to largest.

a

Use counters to show 3 different unit fractions on
these shapes by covering parts. Which unit fractions
are they? Explain how you know.

b

Now use counters to make different non-unit fractions.
Which non-unit fractions have you made? Explain how
you know.



Subject knowledge
and CPD videos

Let's review

1



1 3 5

You need:
counters

2 19

9
4 0

Place value

1b

Year

place-value grids

1 3 5

digit cards

9
4 0

place-value cards

4

Editable mediumterm plans

You need:

Base 10 apparatus

Let's learn

10 1

place-value counters

100

coloured counters
Teacher’s Guide

88

Seven thousand,
three hundred
and eight is
written like this.

running each task.
guidance
andonnotes
coins
See pages 102–3 of the Teacher’s Guide for
and those who
Observe children to identify those who have mastered concepts
require further consolidation.

That’s seven hundred and
thirty-eight. There is no
tens in your number so
you need a place holder!

738

Place-value grids
A place-value grid helps you see the position of each digit.
Look at the grid. 7 is in the
10
100
1000
thousands position.
0

3

7

1

.

10th

100th

8

.

4

5

Multiply each digit by its position to ﬁnd its true value.
7 × 1000 = 7000
Add all the numbers together.
7000 + 300 + 8 + 0.4 + 0.05 = 7308.45
There are no tens so you use zero as a place holder.

Introductory
presentation for
staff meetings

Different representations

You can represent the same number in lots of diﬀerent ways.
These 4 pictures all show 1346.

3

Year

4 0
6

1 0 0 0
3 0 0

Game
board

Head for the stars!

1000

100 100 100 10 10 10

1 1 1 1 1�

Let's
10 play
1

5

6
4 0
3 0
1 0

�

���� �

���� �

Teacher’s Guide
Guide to see how
� �������
����
Before working through the Textbook, study page 28 of the Teacher’s
�������
����the�page
with the children.
and discuss
������� the concepts should be introduced. Read
Provide concrete resources to support exploration. �������
�������� �� ��
������ �� ��
��� ��� �����
��� ��� �����
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���� �

���� � �������
�������
����� ���� ���
��������

��

Describing 3-D shapes
���� �
and making nets
You need:
��

4c

Year

���� ������
��������

6

3-D shapes

���� �

Whiteboard
Modelling Toolkit

���� � �������
�������
������ �� ��
��� ��� �����

3-D shape
construction kits

Let's learn

cm-squared paper
a food box
Teacher’s Guide

42

game
See pages 56–7 of the Teacher’s Guide. Explain the rules for each
challenge
and allow children to choose which to play. Encourage them to
themselves and practise what they have learnt in the unit.

Any arrangement of
2 triangular faces
and 3 rectangular
faces will make a
net that folds into a
triangular prism.

I don’t think so. There’s more
than 1 possible net, but not
every combination folds to
make a triangular prism.

Unit Guides and
lesson plans

Nets of a triangular prism

A net is an outline made when a 3-D shape is opened out flat.
Of these nets, only the first 3 fold to make a triangular prism.

3 cm

Formula for the volume of a cuboid

A cuboid is a 3-D shape. To find its volume you need
3 measurements: length, width and height.
The formula is:
V = l × w × h or simply
or
Volume = length × width × height

28
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Y4_U01_[010-019].indd 14

risingstars-uk.com/rsm

6 cm

2 cm

V = lwh

3
you multiply cm × cm × cm.
The units are cubic units, e.g. cm (centimetres cubed), because
is commutative.
The measurements can be multiplied in any order because multiplication
measurement.
If you know the volume, you can use the formula to find a missing

If V = 36 cm3, l = 6 cm and w = 2 cm, you can
substitute these values into the formula V = lwh :

Teacher’s Guide

56

36 = 6 × 2 × h
36 = 12h
h = 3 cm

Guide to see
Before working through the Textbook, study page 70 of the Teacher’s
page with the children.
how the concepts should be introduced. Read and discuss the
Provide concrete resources to support exploration.

Textbooks
Engage and inspire children with full colour, fun textbooks.

Sample pages from
Rising Stars Mathematics
Year 5 Textbook

Flexible wholeschool maths
mastery for less
than £1k

MATHEMATICS

Teacher’s Guides
Plan and design lessons to suit the needs of your class
with comprehensive and easy-to-use guides.

To order call 01235 400 555

‘Rising Stars Mathematics
empowers teachers to become
experts in every concept,
delivering high quality lessons
whilst cutting down workload.’
Sample pages from
Rising Stars Mathematics
Year 5 Teacher’s Guide

Peter Richardson, Assistant Head Teacher,
Walton-le-Dale primary school

See the order form for full pack details
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Practice Book

Sample pages from
Rising Stars Mathematics
Year 5 Practice Book

MATHEMATICS

Embed conceptual understanding and dig deeper into concepts
through intelligent practice with write-in Practice Books.

risingstars-uk.com/rsm

Early Years

Written to meet
the Development
Matters
Framework and
EYFS curriculum

Year
ISBN

Title

Price

9781510436053

Rising Stars Mathematics in the Early Years Pack

£300

What’s included:
✔✔ Teacher’s Guide

Establish the foundations of
maths through creative, free-flow
and adult-led activities
Encourage children to explore maths through play-based learning
and prepare them for the Year 1 programme of study, with a
flexible programme including creative, free-flow activities.
•• Develop children’s understanding of fundamental mathematical
concepts through play and exploration.
•• Encourage all children to progress with a programme that
prepares them to confidently tackle a Year 1 mastery curriculum.
•• Build home-school links with newsletters and posters to support
learning at home.
30

risingstars-uk.com/rsm

In the Early Years

✔✔ Gameboards

Teacher’s
Guide

✔✔ Posters

Detailed teaching guidance and CPD support

✔✔ Talking and
thinking images
✔✔ CPD videos
14

Games for long journeys
As you will have experienced, children often get bored when travelling.
Here are some ideas to help pass the time and support their learning!

SBA 1234A

Look out for numbers all around you.
Who can spot the most numbers?

Look at number plates together.
Can you find a plate with a 1, then one
with a 2, then one with a 3? Can you
count back down from 9?

When driving through a town, count how
many different coloured cars you can see.

Right you two, let’s
sing some number
songs together!

I’m going to
see if I can see
any spheres!

I’m looking for
cuboids. That lady
has a book - that’s a
cuboid isn’t it?
Rising Stars Mathematics © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017

I’m counting
green cars … oh
that’s four!

I’m spotting
red cars. That’s
five for me!

I’m looking
for yellow
cars …

Key Stages

Measure progress with time-saving,
ready-made tests

Title

Price

9781510425491

Rising Stars Mathematics Half-termly Assessments
School Pack

£500

9781510425422 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Half-termly Assessments

£90

9781510425439 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Half-termly Assessments

£90

9781510425446 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Half-termly Assessments

£90

9781510425453 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Half-termly Assessments

£90

9781510425477 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Half-termly Assessments

£90

9781510425460 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Half-termly Assessments

£90

MATHEMATICS

Half-termly
Assessments

Gain valuable
insight and check
mathematical
knowledge

ISBN

Save £40 when you buy the complete pack

Gain valuable insight into group and individual performance
when you use Half-termly Assessments alongside interactive Excel
marksheets, providing you with clean and meaningful reports.
•• Ensure children have mastered concepts covered with easy-toimplement half-termly tests.
•• Save time creating bespoke tests with ready-made assessments
that test children on the content covered during that half-term.
•• Inform future teaching with insightful reports from the free
interactive Excel marksheets.

To order call 01235 400 555

Sample pages from Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Half-Termly Assessments

See the order form for full pack details
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MATHEMATICS

Key Stages

Access a bank of ready-made digital
resources anytime, anywhere for a
yearly subscription of just £400
Access high-quality interactive resources, available anytime, anywhere.
•• Save hours of preparation time with downloadable editable
resources and interactive resources as part of the Teaching and
Learning Resources.
•• Enhance your lessons and improve class engagement with a front
of class, digital Whiteboard eTextbook.
•• Improve your mathematical teaching confidence along with your
class with accessible CPD videos throughout the course.

Teaching and Learning
Resources

32

risingstars-uk.com/rsm

ISBN

Title

Price

9781510425279

Rising Stars Mathematics Online

£400

9781510424555

Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1
Online Teaching and Learning

£35

9781510424579

Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2
Online Teaching and Learning

£35

9781510424593

Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3
Online Teaching and Learning

£35

9781510424623

Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4
Online Teaching and Learning

£35

9781510424647

Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5
Online Teaching and Learning

£35

9781510424661

Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6
Online Teaching and Learning

£35

Now with
new unit
guides

Whiteboard eTextbook

Place value

MATHEMATICS

1b

You need:
place-value grids
digit cards

1 3 5

place-value cards

Let's learn

4 0
9

Base 10 apparatus
place-value counters

10 1

100

coloured counters
coins and notes

Seven thousand,
three hundred
and eight is
written like this.

738

That’s seven hundred and
thirty-eight. There is no
tens in your number so
you need a place holder!

Place-value grids
A place-value grid helps you see the position of each digit.
Look at the grid. 7 is in the
1000
100
10
thousands position.
7

3

0

1

.

10th

100th

8

.

4

5

Multiply each digit by its position to ﬁnd its true value.
7 × 1000 = 7000
Add all the numbers together.
7000 + 300 + 8 + 0.4 + 0.05 = 7308.45
There are no tens so you use zero as a place holder.

Including:

Different representations

Short
subject
knowledge
You can represent the same number✔
in✔ lots
of diﬀ
erent ways.
videos
These 4 pictures all show 1346.
✔✔ Concept animations

1 0fine0 tune
0
4 0
‘We could
1 0
4Flexible
0
6
3✔✔0
teacher toolkit
0 0the
6
intervention3using
results for individual
✔✔ Digital versions of the
Textbooks and Teacher’s
children.’
Guides
Arran,1000
teacher 100
at
100 100 10 10 10
St. Botolph’s CE Primary School,
Rising Stars digital customer

10 1

✔✔ Unit Guides: Aid in

1 1 1 1 1planning, sequencing and
teaching the units

Teacher’s Guide

14
Y4_U01_[010-019].indd 14

To order call 01235 400 555

Before working through the Textbook, study page 28 of the Teacher’s Guide to see how
the concepts should be introduced. Read and discuss the page with the children.
Provide concrete resources to support exploration.

04/03/2016 12:56

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stages
Title

Price

9781786001917

On Track Maths Complete Programme

£600

9781786000194 On Track Maths Key Stage 1

£290

9781786000200 On Track Maths Key Stage 2

£390

Save £80 when you buy the complete pack

Improve confidence and raise
attainment with essential
intervention
Identify gaps in children’s knowledge and understanding and tackle
issues with a comprehensive range of activities, providing a firm
foundation for progress.
•• Identify and assess weaknesses and individual needs.
•• Target specific problem areas with intervention activities.
•• Develop children’s understanding of maths concepts.

34

ISBN

risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths

Coming Soon:
Remediation links
to assessment
resource, PUMA

Year 3 sample from
On Track Maths Key Stage 2

Year 3 sample from
On Track Maths Key Stage 2

MATHEMATICS

Includes
photocopiable
assessment sheets
for day 5 of the
intervention

‘Our TA has found
On Track Maths really easy to
use. I like how you can adapt
the lessons to match your
children’s ability.’
Jo Turner, Colne Park Primary School,
Lancashire

risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths
Key Stages

Get permanent whole-school
online access at a one-off cost
Quickly identify common misconceptions and provide
intelligent practice, to ensure children are secure in their
understanding.

ISBN

Title

Price

9781471891717

Mastering Maths Complete School Pack

£200

9781471885051

Mastering Maths Year 1

£50

9781471885068

Mastering Maths Year 2

£50

9781471885099

Mastering Maths Year 3

£50

9781471885105

Mastering Maths Year 4

£50

9781471885112

Mastering Maths Year 5

£50

9781471885129

Mastering Maths Year 6

£50

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

•• Support teachers with guidance on what mastery
looks like in the classroom and strategies on
how to evidence this.
•• Secure understanding of key concepts through
a series of classroom problem-solving activities.
•• Save valuable time with ready-made,
high-quality resources that are
easily accessible.

Sample from
Mastering Maths
Year 3

risingstars-uk.com/masteringmaths
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Key Stages

MATHEMATICS

ISBN

Deepen mathematical
understanding with imaginative
picture activities

Title

Price

9781510462038 Picture Maths Complete School Pack

£200

9781783392742 Picture Maths Year 1

£50

9781783392759 Picture Maths Year 2

£50

9781783392766 Picture Maths Year 3

£50

9781783392773 Picture Maths Year 4

£50

9781783392780 Picture Maths Year 5

£50

9781783392797 Picture Maths Year 6

£50

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

Make maths accessible and relevant by putting problems into
real life contexts.
•• Encourage children to discuss their reasoning and deepen
mathematical understanding.
•• Support effective teaching with background knowledge and
teaching suggestions.
•• Match the relative abilities of the class with differentiated
questions.

risingstars-uk.com/picturemaths
Key Stages

Practise
Maths

ISBN

Secure understanding with
questions to cover every
curriculum objective
Secure learning with hundreds of maths practice
questions.
•• Support all children to move through the curriculum
together with questions at varying levels of challenge.

9781471880131

Practise Maths Year 1

£50

9781471880148

Practise Maths Year 2

£50

9781471880155

Practise Maths Year 3

£50

9781471880162

Practise Maths Year 4

£50

9781471880179

Practise Maths Year 5

£50

9781471880186

Practise Maths Year 6

£50

Teacher’s Guide
containing 50
photocopiable
worksheets

•• Save time with ready-made photocopiable and downloadable
questions available on My Rising Stars.

risingstars-uk.com/practisemaths

Price

£200

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

•• Practise maths alongside your existing plans with
easy-to-use matching grids linked to the programme of study.

36

Title

9781471893797 Practise Maths Complete Pack

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781783391790

Problem Solving and Reasoning School Pack

£200

9781510418318

More Problem Solving and Reasoning School Pack

£200

See the enclosed order form for individual year group packs priced £50.

Embed problem-solving and
reasoning across your school
Save time with strategies and activities to embed
mathematical problem-solving and reasoning.
•• Develop children’s mathematical fluency
with open-ended questions.

MATHEMATICS

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

Encourage wholeclass discussion
by projecting
activities onto the
whiteboard

•• Save time and enhance teaching with key
problem-solving strategies.
•• Deepen children’s understanding
with easy-to-follow
reasoning activities.

‘The materials were
easy to follow and the
questions were excellent.
They challenged children to
think carefully and explore
different options.’
Susan Wright,
St. Barnabas CofE Primary School

Sample pages from More Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 4

risingstars-uk.com/problemsolving
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Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781510436961

Reasoning Practice Tests Complete Pack

£200

9781510426474 Reasoning Practice Tests Year 1

£50

9781510426481

Reasoning Practice Tests Year 2

£50

9781510426498 Reasoning Practice Tests Year 3

£50

9781510426504 Reasoning Practice Tests Year 4

£50

9781510426511

Reasoning Practice Tests Year 5

£50

9781510426528 Reasoning Practice Tests Year 6

£50

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

Enable all children to apply their
understanding with regular
reasoning practice
Help children to apply their mathematical reasoning skills with
varied, multi-step questions in these pick-up-and-go tests.
•• Enable children to tackle the reasoning paper by exposing
them to a broad range of question types.
•• Save time with ready-made reasoning tests,
carefully created by experts.
•• Encourage children to explain their
thinking and formally record their
answers – providing written
evidence of reasoning to Ofsted.

Prepare
pupils for the
reasoning paper
with 18 tests
per year
Sample pages from Reasoning Practice Tests Year 1

YEAR
1 REASONING
PRACTICE
TESTS
YEAR
1 REASONING
PRACTICE
TESTS

Autumn
Test66
Autumn
Test

YEAR
TESTS
YEAR1 1REASONING
REASONING PRACTICE
PRACTICE TESTS

55

Step
Step

2020

Teacher
guidance
Teacher
guidance

know the cube
shape.
IIknow
cube isisaa3-D
3-Dshape
shapebecause
becauseit itis isa solid
a solid
shape.
OR
OR
know the cube
a flat
shape.
IIknow
cube isisaa3-D
3-Dshape
shapebecause
becauseit itis isnot
not
a flat
shape.

minutes

knowledge
covered
this
test:
SkillsSkills
andand
knowledge
covered
in in
this
test:

minutes

ELG Recognise, create and describe patterns. Explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use

ELG Recognise,
create and describe patterns. Explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes and use
mathematical language to describe them.
mathematical language to describe them.
1G1a Recognise and name common 2-D shapes [e.g. rectangles (including squares), circles and triangles]
1G1a Recognise and name common 2-D shapes [e.g. rectangles (including squares), circles and triangles]
1G1b Recognise and name common 3-D shapes [e.g. cuboids (including cubes), pyramids and spheres]
1G1b Recognise and name common 3-D shapes [e.g. cuboids (including cubes), pyramids and spheres]

Model
completethe
thesentence:
sentence:
Model how to complete

Question
Question
number
number

Answer
Answer

MarkMark Domain
focus focus
Domain Related
Related
reference
activity

reference

11

1 1

ELGELG

Award
1 mark
for both
Award
1 mark
for both
correct.

2

1

1G1a

Lines need not touch the
Lines need not touch the
labels exactly, provided
labels exactly,
the intention
is clear.provided

correct.

Focus activity: 3-D shapes – explain how you know

Focus activity: 3-D shapes – explain how you know

2

Emma says this cube is a 3-D shape.

1

2D shapes

2D shapes
3

Complete the sentence to explain your how you know Emma is correct.

3D shapes
1

circle

1

circle

pentagon

.

rectangle
Display the question. Establish with the pupils that this style of question is an ‘explain
how you know’ question. Explain that this means that they need to give a reason with their
answer.

thewith
question.
Establish
that
style of question
is an ‘explain
1 Display
the pupils
that, ifwith
theythe
are pupils
asked to
givethis
a mathematical
explanation,
a good
2 Discuss
how you know’ question. Explain that this means that they need to give a reason with their
Step

explanation would be clear and use mathematical vocabulary. Discuss that it would not be a
answer.
very good explanation to just say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.

pupils
that,question
if they are
to give
mathematical
a good
backthe
to the
original
andasked
establish
thatathe
sentence hasexplanation,
been started for
them
2 Discuss
3 Referwith

Step

Step

explanation
would
be clear
and
use mathematical
Discussatthat
it would
notthe
be a
so they need
to think
about
a word
or a few words vocabulary.
that can be written
the end
to make
correct. to just say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
veryexplanation
good explanation

the to
pupils
look carefully
at the
of the
shape.
Is it is cube?
Is abeen
cube started
a 3-D shape?
the to
original
question
andpicture
establish
that
the sentence
has
for them
4 Askback
3 Refer

Step

Step
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4

Step

the mark.

Lines need not touch the
Lines
needprovided
not touch the
shapes
exactly,
the intention
is clear.provided
shapes exactly,

the mark.

square

Step

1G1a

pentagon
square

1

1G1a

the intention
is clear.
All lines
must be drawn
correctly
for the
award
of
All lines
must
be drawn
the mark.
correctly for the award of

hexagon

.

the intention is clear.

All lines must be drawn
All lines
must
be drawn
correctly
for the
award
of
correctly for the award of
the mark.

hexagon

Step

1G1b

3D shapes

3

Complete the sentence to explain your how you know Emma is correct.

I know the cube is a 3-D shape because it is

1G1a

1G1b

Emma says this cube is a 3-D shape.

I know the cube is a 3-D shape because it is

Additional
guidance
Additional
guidance

activity

risingstars-uk.com/reasoning

Establish
it is a about
cube and
that the
is 3-D because
is awritten
solid shape.
so they
needthat
to think
a word
or ashape
few words
that canitbe
at the end to make the
explanation correct.

Ask the pupils to look carefully at the picture of the shape. Is it is cube? Is a cube a 3-D shape?

4

4

rectangle

I know this is a cube because all the faces are
square.

I know this is a cube because all the faces are
square.

1

1

Includes
permanent
online access
tests
for
1G1b to theAccept
any reasonable
spelling.
your
whole
1G1b
Accept any reasonable
spelling.
school

Key Stages

New Curriculum

ISBN

Title

Price

9781783393831

New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Set A School Pack

£200

9781510416994

New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Set B Complete Pack

£200

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

Prepare pupils for the
arithmetic test paper

MATHEMATICS

Arithmetic
Tests

Permanent
access to the
tests for your
whole school for
a one-off cost

Build number fluency and confidence with practice for
the types of questions included in the national tests.
•• Familiarise children with tricky, multi-step questions.
•• Develop a secure understanding of number.
•• Feel supported with guidance notes to introduce
essential concepts.

risingstars-uk.com/arithmetic

New Curriculum

Mental Maths
Tests

Key Stages
ISBN

Includes
audio
tests

Title

9781783390847 New Curriculum Mental Maths Tests Whole School Pack

Price

£200

See the enclosed order form for individual year group packs priced £50.

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

Improve number fluency with whole
school mental maths practice
Develop, practise and consolidate the mental maths skills vital in
achieving number fluency and succeeding in the arithmetic paper.
•• Improve mathematical fluency with regular weekly mental maths
practice to develop fast number recall.
•• Support progress with questions getting increasingly more
challenging throughout the year.
•• Provide flexibility with questions that can be projected onto the
whiteboard for whole-class practice, read aloud by the teacher from
the test script or played from the audio.

risingstars-uk.com/mentalmaths
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READING
SCIENCE
AND ENGLISH

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781510446151

Switched on Science School Pack including Early Years

£999

9781783398317 Switched on Science in the Early Years

£150

9781510446120

Switched on Science Key Stage 1 Pack

£300

9781510446137

Switched on Science Key Stage 2 Pack

£600

Please see enclosed order form for more pack options

Second Edition
Put the ‘WOW’ back into your
science teaching
Put working scientifically at the heart of your curriculum
with 6 flexible units for every year, each containing exciting
new experiments, investigation and STEAM content.
•• Save hours of preparation time with all the guidance and
resources you need for your teaching contained in each
year group pack.
•• Gain confidence running featured experiments
with bitesize CPD ‘How to’ videos.
•• Assess children’s ability to work scientifically and
stay on top of progress with full built-in assessment.

40
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Teach science
lessons with
impact

Sample pages from Switched on
Science Year 1 Teacher’s Guide
Polar Places

Introduce
concepts with
pupil videos

SCIENCE

Switched on Science Year 1
Digital Resources
Science in Action CPD Video

‘Switched on Science
has stoked the children’s
enthusiasm for science and has
allowed us to teach the new
curriculum in a fun and engaging way!
Teachers are more confident to teach
the new curriculum and children are
more motivated to learn!’

Each year pack
contains a
Teacher’s Guide
and free digital
resources

William Reilly, Science coordinator
at Ealdham Primary School

Build early scientific skills
with creative exploration
Cover the EYFS curriculum using play-based
enquiry to help children explore and question the
world around them.
•• Address the prime and specific areas of learning
with 18 teaching units full of focused and free
flow explorations.
•• Promote thoughtful, well-planned learning
through play and independent choice.
•• Deliver exploration activities with confidence
with all the resources that you’ll need.
6 beautiful classroom posters
to engage children’s minds

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

READING
COMPUTING
AND ENGLISH

Switched on Computing Complete Pack including
9781510436732
Online Safety and Learn to Code

Implement a complete computing curriculum from Early Years
through to Year 6 with high-quality CPD videos, step-by-step
teacher notes, and creative and inspiring projects.
•• Ensure that your school is covering all aspects of the
programme of study for computing.
•• Help every teacher in your school gain the
confidence to teach computing with
easy-to-access CPD.

Switched on Computing Second Edition KS1 pack with
online access

£272

9781471893018

Switched on Computing 2nd Ed KS2 Pack including
online access

£545

9781846809835

Switched on ICT: ICT in the Early Years and
Foundation Stage

£210

risingstars-uk.com/soc

£230

Award-winning resources
for computing

Used in
over 6,000
schools

•• Enable children to become confident digital citizens.
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9781783397488

9781783394999 Switched on iPad complete pack

Deliver a creative computing
curriculum for your whole school

£1,650

Sample pages from Switched on
Computing Year 3

The only resource endorsed by:

COMPUTING

COMPUTING
AT SCHOOL
E D U C AT E E N G A G E E N C O U R A G E
•

•

In collaboration with BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT

Includes 60 short and snappy CPD videos
from expert author Miles Berry

SWITCHED ON

Creative activities
for English, maths
and science

‘The children are loving the
activities and really enjoy the
challenge. The plans in Switched
on Computing have given us a
clear overview of how to deliver
the difficult area of programming.’
Elm Park Primary School

Engage pupils with exciting
activities using the best apps
available for teaching and learning!
Download a free sample from
risingstars-uk.com/ipad.

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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COMPUTING

Learn to

Key Stages
ISBN

C de

Title

£375

9781783395842 Learn to Code Practice Book 1 15 copy pack (Year 3)

£99

9781783395859 Learn to Code Practice Book 2 15 copy pack (Year 4)

£99

9781783395866 Learn to Code Practice Book 3 15 copy pack (Year 5)

£99

9781783395873 Learn to Code Practice Book 4 15 copy pack (Year 6)

£99

Save £21 when you buy the complete pack
Published in association with:

Spark excitement for coding with
creative activities

Easy to use
coding
practice

Help pupils address the coding objectives of the new computing
curriculum with easy-to-follow creative activities.
•• Embed coding skills with manageable,
pupil-led projects.
•• Ensure activities are accessible for all children
with visualised outcomes.
•• Support non-specialists with teacher
booklets for every
practice book.
Sample pages from Learn to Code Practice Book 3
(suggested to use with Year 5)
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risingstars-uk.com/learntocode

Price

9781783395781 Learn to Code Key Stage 2 Complete Pack

‘Each activity is clearly laid
out with step-by-step instructions
for the children to follow.
The children have relished the
opportunity to learn more
about coding.’
Helen Verrell, Rowdown Primary School

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781510414341

Switched on Online Safety School Pack

£375

9781510400368

Switched on Online Safety Key Stage 1

£150

9781510400375

Switched on Online Safety Key Stage 2

£300

Save £75 when you buy the complete pack

COMPUTING

Published in association with:

Help ensure your pupils stay
safe online
Build an effective and comprehensive online safety provision
with a cost-effective solution to implementing a whole-school
online safety policy.
•• Encourage all children to become positive digital citizens by
teaching them safe and appropriate online behaviour.
•• Embed important online safety principles with interactive,
cross-curricular activities.
•• Demonstrate a commitment to online
safety to parents and to Ofsted.

Sample pages from Switched on Online Safety Lower Key Stage 2

Includes:
✔✔ 6 scenario videos
to be used for
whole-class
discussion
✔✔ 6 CPD videos on
key online safety
issues
✔✔ Tailored online
safety lessons
and assemblies
✔✔ Teacher
Guidance

Screenshot of CPD Video

Visit risingstars-uk.com/onlinesafety to download a free sample unit and complete contents list
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READING
HUMANITIES
AND ENGLISH

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781510449183

Voyagers Complete Geography Pack

£340

9781510449190

Voyagers Complete History Pack

£340

9781510449152

Voyagers History & Geography Key Stage 1 Pack

£245

Set sail on a journey of
discovery with Voyagers
From creating a ‘Weather Wonderland’ to compiling a
digital scrap book, Voyagers provides one topic for each
half-term, with six fully-flexible lesson plans that each
have a seriously creative outcome!
•• Cut down on preparation with everything you need in
one place, alongside clear success criteria.

‘At last, here is a
thoroughly modern resource
and selection of practical
activities which meet the
needs of the moment’
Geographical Association

•• Improve core English, maths and science skills with
curriculum links throughout.
•• Fill your history and geography
lessons with the most awe-inspiring
materials available.
Published in association with:

Stone Age PowerPoint from Voyagers
History Lower Key Stage 2
Sample pages from Voyagers
Geography Upper Key Stage 2

Includes:
✔✔ Digital versions of the Teacher’s
Guides
✔✔ Printable pupil activity sheets to
accompany the projects
✔✔ Key fact summaries to help
consolidate facts for learning
✔✔ Timelines and maps for your
classroom walls to help illustrate
the projects
✔✔ Links to the best online content,
all curated in one place
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Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

£420

9781783392209 Euro Stars New Primary French 1 (for years 2-3)

£130

9781783392216 Euro Stars New Primary French 2 (for years 3-4)

£130

9781783392223 Euro Stars New Primary French 3 (for years 4-5)

£130

9781783392230 Euro Stars New Primary French 4 (for years 5-6)

£130

LANGUAGES

9781783392247 Euro Stars New Primary French School Pack

Save £100 when you buy the complete pack

Get your class chatting, quizzing
and singing, en français!
Euro Stars is the perfect tool to support non-specialist teachers.
It will help you deliver engaging and interactive lessons, with
confidence and ease.
•• Step-by-step teacher’s notes to guide your language
teaching sessions.
•• Digital interactives, photocopiable activities
and group tasks to support learning and
ensure progression.
•• Perfect children’s pronunciation through
games, songs and activities all voiced
by native French speakers.

Sample pages from Euro Stars 3
Unit 18 Les planètes

Euro Stars New Primary French CD-ROM 2 sample

‘It is well set out,
easy-to-use and the children
find it exciting! I feel that
it is a perfect resource for
primary French.’
Katy Thompson, ICT Manager,
Oakridge Junior School

Perfect for
non-specialist
teachers

Includes:
4 networkable CD-ROMs for Years 4-6
containing:
✔✔ Fun, interactive animations,
games, stories, photos and songs
for rich language guidance in class
✔✔ Interactive flashcards to enable
your children to put their learning
into practice
✔✔ End-of-unit challenges to test
knowledge
✔✔ Digital copies of the Teacher’s
Guides

risingstars-uk.com/eurostars
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Key Stages
READING AND
PE ENGLISH

ISBN

Champions
sport•health•fitness

Price

£600

9781783395637 Champions Key Stage 1 Pack

£250

9781783397594 Champions Key Stage 2 Pack

£500

Save £150 when you buy the complete pack

Cross-curricular
lessons linking
PE and health,
covering science
and PSHE
objectives

Deliver winning
PE lessons
with confidence

Title

9781783395668 Champions Whole School Pack

Eligible for Sport Premium Funding

Champions is a whole-school sport, health and fitness programme that
will transform PE teaching throughout your school. Step-by-step lesson
plans and a wealth of online teaching and learning resources make this
programme easily accessible for non-specialist teachers.
•• All the resources needed to deliver integrated sport, health and fitness
lessons in an energetic and fun way.
•• Clear assessment opportunities built in, allowing you to easily assess
children’s fundamental skills, track fitness levels and
motivate pupils.
•• Engaging video content modelling every
technique, making lessons accessible
for non-specialist teachers.

‘It’s much more than just a PE
programme… It’s about teaching
children about themselves and
how to keep themselves fit and
healthy with a healthy body and
a healthy mind. They take those
lessons beyond school into the
rest of their lives.’

Sample lesson from Champions Year 1

Champions Lessons
Essential equipment is
outlined for each lesson,
however there is also an
Equipment list covering
the whole Champions
PE programme, which is
available online.

Each lesson has a clear
lesson objective and
expected lesson outcomes,
which help you to plan the
lesson and assess progress.

Unit

2

Lesson 3

Story Time Dance

Sports

Learning objectives: • To link moves together.
Learning outcomes:

• Move in time to the music.
• Develop gesture and ways of travelling.
• Understand beats in the music.

Prior learning:

• Counting in beats of four or eight, the Goldilocks rap,

Ask the children to walk around the room as if they are
angry (e.g. stamping, giant steps and strong, sudden
movements). Next ask them to move as if they are sad
(e.g. walk and stop, droopy, slumped).

Skills learning and development:
Recap on the learning from Lesson 2 – ask the children
to explain the story and what actions they have
developed.
Repeat the sequence. Count the children into each
phase. Develop the dance further by performing it to
music.
Now, Goldilocks tries different chairs. Ask: How can we
make this look realistic? The children sit on each chair
for a count of four – each chair gets bigger in size for
mummy, daddy and baby bear. On the last chair, after
the count of four, what happens? Goldilocks falls onto
the floor!
How will the children fall off the chair? Ask the children
to practise and share ideas.

• Gesture, beat.

Equipment:

• Lively music track.

Champions resources: • The Goldilocks rap, music for searching the bears’
house (e.g. Bjork’s It’s oh so quiet or The Doors’
People are strange).

Now think about the last phase – this involves creeping
again, but ask the children how they would change the
action so that it looked like they were climbing the stairs.

Gold Certificate

Reflect and review:
Ask:
– How effective and realistic was
your dance in telling the story?
– What would you improve?

Champions

Share ideas and everyone tries out some of the shared
movements.

sport•health•fitness

Now Goldilocks tries all of the beds – tell the children
that she tries two first – the first bed is too hard and
they move on, the second bed is too soft and they
move on. But the third is just right so they fall asleep
where they are. They hold each gesture for a beat of
four and change.

Application and practice:

Support

Aim to put the whole thing together – count the beats
to help children to keep time. Alternatively, the children
can count in their head themselves.

Do not use music. Instead,
count the beats or use a
tambourine.

Remember that all of the moves should flow smoothly
from one to the next.

Extend

The main part of the Sports and Fitness
lessons are split into Warm-up, Skills
learning and development, and Application
and practice. This enables you to structure
each lesson and ensure that children are
ready for PE, learn key skills, and before
applying them in a game or sequence.

This is to certify that

The children count the beats
themselves to change each
phrase.

Gold
Champion

Support and Extend – this gives brief
advice on how to stretch the more
able and support children during the
lesson. They might suggest changing
the amount of space the children are
working in, the number of children
working, the equipment, or using an
additional adult wisely.

Class

has achieved the gold award for

Date

risingstars-uk.com/champions
5

05/08/2015
22/09/2015 12:25
12:46

Signature

✔✔ Digital versions of the
Teacher’s Guides
✔✔ Printable pupil worksheets
to accompany each unit
✔✔ Skills videos to model
sport and fitness
techniques

Year 1 • Champions

Vocabulary:

Repeat walking for eight beats and sitting on three
different chairs for a count of four per chair. They then
fall off the third chair for count of four.

26

48

Damian MacBeath, Ark Bentworth
and Ark Swift Primary Academies

gestures and expressions (Lessons 1 and 2).

Warm-up:

RS36536
book.indd
5
Champions
sample_3.indd
5

Champions resources
refers to all resources that
are available online for this
lesson. This may include
station cards, worksheets,
videos, audio and images,
depending on the lesson
content.

Includes:

✔✔ Music for fitness classes
✔✔ Skills cards to use in
lessons
✔✔ Assessment support for all
year groups
✔✔ Reward charts and
certificates

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781510446182

Character Education: The Star Awards Programme for
Primary Schools (5 Copy Pack)

£130

9781510436435

Character Education: The Star Awards Programme for
Primary Schools (Single Copy)

£34.99

Save £45 when you buy the 5-copy pack

PSHE

NEW
Engaging
activities for
every year group
from Reception
to Year 6

The perfect handbook to assist
with your PSHE teaching
The Star Awards Character Education programme for primary
schools is an all-in-one, tried-and-tested teaching resource
and awards scheme developed by Character Education experts
Geoff Smith and Shona Pye in partnership with Havering
Includes access to a
School Improvement Services (HSIS).
•• Develop your pupils’ resilience and moral compass
through progressive school-wide activities.
•• Provide tangible and trackable evidence of the SMSC
provision to Ofsted.
•• Save valuable preparation time with plans, frameworks for
learning and engaging pupil-facing materials.

bank of downloadable
worksheets, templates
and presentations
to support the
assemblies and
activities

Sample Reception resilience lesson from
Character Education

risingstars-uk.com/charactereducation
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READING
REVISION
AND ENGLISH

Key Stages

SATs SUCCESS

NEW
SATs Revision and Practice for
Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2

Page numbers
at a glance
Key Stage 1
SATs Revision
Key Stage 2
SATs Revision
Online
SATs Revision

52
54
56

Chosen by
over 10,000
schools
across the
country

50

ACHIEVE

ACHIEVE ACHIEVE

risingstars-uk.com/revision

Our unique flow chart approach
to revision …
Pick a topic

NUMBER – FRACTIONS, DECIMALS AND PERCENTAGES

Fractions of amounts
To achieve the expected standard, you need to:
★ calculate simple fractions of whole numbers and quantities.

Learn what you
need to succeed

What you need to know
• A unit fraction has 1 as the numerator
(e.g. 1 , 1 , 1 ).
3 8 9
Numerator
•
Denominator

• Finding fractions of a number is
linked to division (e.g. 1 of 56 has the
7
same answer as 56 divided by 7).

Let’s practise
3
of 36 =
4

Our unique stepby-step approach
Clear steps show
you how to answer
national test-style
questions

1

Read the question and read it again.
What is it asking?

Find three-quarters of 36.

2

First, find 1 of 36.
4

1 of 36 = 9 because 36 ÷ 4 = 9
4

3

Now focus on the numerator, 3.
Multiply 1 of 36 by 3 to find 3 of 36.
4
4

3 of 36 = 3 × 1 of 36 = 3 × 9 = 27
4
4

4

What is your answer?

3 of 36 = 27
4

Check your answer using the reverse order.
Divide 27 first by 3 to give the value of 14 and then
multiply by 4 to give the value of the whole.
You should return to the original number, 36.

5

Try this

More practice
questions
for you to try
independently

1

Find these values:
1
a) 2 of 18

2

3
Shade of this bar.
4

27 ÷ 3 = 9
9 × 4 = 36

Top tips
• Do one line of working at a time.
• Check your answer by working it out in reverse order.

2
b) 3 × 24

1
c) 4 of 12

1
d) 5 × 60

23

442641_Achieve_Maths_TES_Rev_001-074.indd 23

5/4/18 7:02 PM

Mathematics

Key Stage 1

Grammar,
Punctuation
and Spelling

Reading

Simple step-by-step
flow chart approach that
explains how to
tackle SATs questions
… and get them right!

Revision

Apply knowledge learned in
the Revision book, and gain
familiarity with the styles of
questions that will appear in
the 2019 tests.

Question
Workbooks

Build confidence with
full-length test papers
designed to mirror
those used in the most
recent tests.

Practice
Papers

To order call 01235 400 555

REVISION

Just £2.50
per copy
£25 per
10-pack

Key Stage 2

Times
Tables

Overview

Revision and practice
questions books that help
children become familiar
with national test papers.

Revision and
practice
questions
for KS1

Achieve SATs
Success

Science

£99 for a
one year
subscription

Vary SATs revision with
unique interactive practice
covering everything that
could be tested across GPS
and mathematics.

Master 1-12 Times Tables to
safeguard success in the
Times Tables tests with this
comprehensive yet simple
to follow write-in book,
perfect for children in
Years 4 to 6.

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stage

READING
REVISION
AND ENGLISH

ACHIEVE

ISBN

Title

Price

Achieve KS1 Reading Revision and Practice Questions
9781783399147
book (10 copy pack)

£25

9781783399154

Achieve KS1 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Revision
and Practice Questions book (10 copy pack)

£25

9781783399161

Achieve KS1 Mathematics Revision and
Practice Questions book (10 copy pack)

£25

Just £2.50 per copy. Single RRP £5.99.

Covers everything a child needs
to know for the 2019 Year 2 SATs

Just
£2.50
per copy

Written to support the Key Stage 1 SATs, these Revision and
Practice workbooks provide meaningful and age-appropriate
practice for Year 2 children to help them consolidate their
learning ahead of the tests.
•• Show children how to answer test questions using a unique
step-by-step approach.
•• Keep children engaged with colourful characters and
easy-to-understand language.
•• Build children’s confidence with end-of-topic question practice.
Sample pages from Achieve KS1 Mathematics

UNIQUE
FLOW CHART
APPROACH
Clear steps show
children how to answer
SATs questions using
a unique step-by-step
approach

52

risingstars-uk.com/achieve-100-ks1

Sample pages from Achieve KS1 Reading

REVISION

Available for
grammar,
punctuation
and spelling,
mathematics and
reading
Sample pages from Achieve KS1 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling

‘To have subject information
AND question books on
all areas is very useful,
particularly when preparing
appropriate homework.’
T. Larcombe, Langland School,
Milton Keynes

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stage

READING
REVISION
AND ENGLISH

ISBN

ACHIEVE

Title

Achieve Mathematics SATs Revision
9781510452855
The Expected Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454736

Achieve Mathematics SATs Question Workbook
The Expected Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454743

Achieve Mathematics SATs Revision The Higher Score
Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454750

Achieve Mathematics SATs Question Workbook
The Higher Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454767

Achieve Mathematics SATs Practice Papers Year 6:
10 copy pack

£25

9781510454774

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision
The Expected Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454781

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question
Workbook The Expected Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454798

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision
The Higher Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454804

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question
Workbook The Higher Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454811

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Practice
Papers Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454828

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Expected Standard
Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454842

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Expected
Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

9781510454859

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Higher Score Year 6:
10 copy pack

£25

9781510454866

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Higher
Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

£25

•• Subject experts have been consulted at every stage to ensure
the content is just right.

9781510454873

Achieve Reading SATs Practice Papers Year 6:
10 copy pack

£25

9781783399000 Achieve 100 Science Revision KS2 10 Copy Pack

£25

•• All books are written to support the national tests and include
updates from the May 2018 exams.

9781783399017 Achieve 100 Plus Science Revision KS2 10 Copy Pack

£25

9781783398980 Achieve 100 Science Practice Questions KS2 10 Copy Pack

£25

Achieve 100 Plus Science Practice Questions KS2
9781783398997
10 Copy Pack

£25

Just
£2.50
per copy

Ensure every child achieves the
expected standard in the 2019
SATs with the only fully updated
revision series on the market
This series teaches children exactly how to tackle national test
questions (even the tricky ones) with confidence to get their best
result. Covering everything that could be tested while ensuring
children have some fun while they learn.
•• The only revision books that show children how to answer SATs
questions, providing more support than competitors.

9781510452534 Achieve Times Tables

Just £2.50 per copy. Single RRP £5.99.

AIMING FOR THE
HIGHER SCORE?
Cover the more
demanding areas of the
SATs with The Higher
Score Revision and The
Higher Score Question
Workbooks
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Price

risingstars-uk.com/achieve-sats-revision

£5.99

1

2

Revision

Apply knowledge learned in the
Revision book, and gain familiarity
with the styles of questions that will
appear in the 2019 tests.

MAKING INFERENCES

GRAMMAR

Making inferences

Verbs

To achieve the expected standard, you need to make inferences

To achieve the expected standard, you need to know what verbs are and how
to use them.

from the text.

What you need to know

1

• Writers often use clues to imply meaning in texts.

Tick one box to show the verb in the sentence below.

1

Jo, the oldest girl in my class, often wears a funny hat.

• A good reader works like a detective, using these clues to work out
missing information. You need to add this information to what you
already know in order to make sense of the text.
• Give evidence or use quotes if they support your answer.

2

(1 mark)

Circle the correct verb form to complete the sentence below.

2

Yesterday, I push / pushed my little brother on the swings when we

Let’s practise

(1 mark)

go / went to the park.

I remember the Captain as if it were yesterday, as he came plodding to
the inn door, his sea chest following behind in a hand-barrow, a tall,
strong, heavy, nut-brown man, his tarry pigtail falling over the shoulder
of his soiled blue coat, his hands ragged and scarred, with black, broken
nails, and the sabre cut across one cheek, a dirty, livid white.

Glossary

3

• tarry coated
in tar

Complete the sentence with the correct verb forms.

3

to play

Hardeep always

(1 mark)

with Jess after school unless he

to go
What does the Captain’s appearance tell you
about his character? Give two examples.

to football practice.

4

Underline all the verbs in the passage below.

4

I love vegetables but my sister prefers sweet things. Her teeth are

1

Read the question and read it again. What is
it asking?

The question is asking you to infer the Captain’s
character from the information about his appearance.

2

What does the text tell you about the
Captain’s appearance?

He is tall with brown skin. His clothes are dirty. His hands
are ragged and scarred. He has a scar across his cheek.

3
Sample
page
from Reading SATs
captain?
Revision The Expected Standard

Do you think this is the usual appearance of a

5

Tick the sentences that contain a verb in the past tense.
Sentence

Please pass the bread.
Someone knocked on the door.

He has been involved in fights.

5

Answer the question about the Captain’s
character with evidence from the text.

6

Check your answer.

1. He doesn’t care about how he looks because he is
dirty. It says his coat is soiled, and his hands are
ragged and scarred, with black, broken nails.
2. He is a fighter because he has scars on his cheek and
on his hands.

I think about you often.

(1 mark)

Sample page from Grammar, Punctuation
and Spelling SATs Questions Workbook
The Expected Standard
TEST 1 PAPER 2: REASONING
/5

SATs Practice Papers

Name:

Build confidence with full-length
test papers designed to mirror those
used in the most recent tests.

442481_ACH_Re_Rev_BP_001-064.indd 28

5

Tick

He spilled his drink on the carpet.

What do the scars tell you?

3

quite bad.

Captains are usually well dressed and clean.

4

(1 mark)

17/05/18 10:56 AM

Total for
Total marks:
this page /35

Date:

Test 1, Paper 2: Reasoning

442825_ACHIEVE_GPS100_PracticeQ_001-052.indd 8

1

15

2

4/24/18 6:06 PM

Circle all the prime numbers.
1

19

2

11

21

1 mark

Write the letters of the shapes in the correct position on the
Carroll diagram.
Fewer than 6
vertices

No square
faces

1 or more
square faces

Sample page from Mathematics
SATs Practice Papers

Class:

6 or more
vertices

A

B

C

D

E

1 mark

3

Round 96,837
to the nearest 10
to the nearest 100
to the nearest 1,000
2 marks

To order call 01235 400 555

See the order form for full pack details

/4
Total for
this page
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REVISION

Simple step-by-step flow
chart approach that explains
how to tackle SATs questions
… and get them right.

Question Workbooks

READING
REVISION
AND ENGLISH

Key Stage

ACHIEVE
SATs SUCCESS

ISBN

Title

Price

9781471888717

Achieve SATs Success (combined Mathematics and GPS)

£99

‘I would certainly
recommend this to other schools.
It provides an additional, child-friendly
revision programme that the children
actually enjoyed using! It is extremely
comprehensive, and I am pleased to
have it as a “weapon in the armoury”
again this year!’

Liven up KS2 SATs revision
with unique interactive practice
for just £99
99 topics for £99. Covering everything that
could be tested across maths and grammar,
spelling and punctuation at the expected
standard and higher score.

Arran Jackson, Upper KS2 Leader,
St. Botolph’s CE Primary School

6 great reasons to try Achieve SATs Success …
1

2

Cover all of the topics
that could be tested in
the Year 6 SATs
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3

Try for free for
one whole month at
risingstars-uk.com/
satsonline

risingstars-uk.com/satsonline

Teach children how to
tackle SATs-style questions
with short and fun fourstep animations

A £99 subscription to Achieve SATs Success unlocks
unlimited online access for teachers and pupils for
one year, and includes the following:

Achieve SATs
Success Maths

Achieve SATs
Success GSP

• 56 animated video tutorials

• 43 animated video tutorials

• 101 interactive practice quizzes

• 70 interactive practice
quizzes

• A teacher dashboard to identify
individual and class strengths
and weaknesses
• A pupil dashboard for children
to track their progress

• A teacher dashboard to identify
individual and class strengths
and weaknesses
• A pupil dashboard for children
to track their progress

5

4

Save preparation
time with ready-made
interactive quizzes
for every topic, with
instant feedback to build
knowledge, skills and
confidence

REVISION

Children
can access at
home or at
school

Help parents to support
their children effectively
by showing the right
methods and working

To order call 01235 400 555

Quickly identify strengths and
weaknesses, and track progress
at pupil level and at class level
with our simple reporting
dashboard

6

It’s just £99
– that’s just
£1 per topic!

See the order form for full pack details
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Key Stages

READING
MORE
AND
ABLE
ENGLISH

ISBN

Title

£335

9781783395682 English for the More Able Year 2

£85

9781783395699 English for the More Able Year 3

£85

9781783395705 English for the More Able Year 4

£85

9781783395712 English for the More Able Year 5

£85

9781783395729 English for the More Able Year 6

£85

Save £90 when you buy the complete pack

Challenging English activities to
extend higher attainers
Ensure outstanding provision for more able pupils in Years 2-6
with independent and teacher-led activities based on specifically
selected, high-quality text extracts. English for the More Able is
packed with creative tasks and lively group challenges to
engage and inspire.
Photocopiable text
•• Enrich and deepen understanding across all English
curriculum objectives.
•• Encourage analytical thinking through challenging
comprehension questions, reading activities and
writing tasks.

extracts cover a range
of genres including
poetry, classics,
modern fiction and
non-fiction

•• Record and demonstrate progress for parents and Ofsted.

Sample pages from Year 3,
Unit 1: Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them
by J.K. Rowling
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Price

9781783395675 English for the More Able Complete Pack

risingstars-uk.com/englishmoreable

‘Finding high quality text
examples can often be
difficult and these books
provided a wide range.’
Laura Youngman, Headteacher –
Rush Common School

Key Stages
ISBN

Title

Price

9781783390762 Maths for the More Able Complete Pack

£200

9781783390717 Maths for the More Able Year 2

£50

9781783390724 Maths for the More Able Year 3

£50

9781783390731 Maths for the More Able Year 4

£50

9781783390748 Maths for the More Able Year 5

£50

9781783390755 Maths for the More Able Year 6

£50

MORE ABLE

s
h
t
a
M
the
r
o
f
re
o
M le
Ab

Save £50 when you buy the complete pack

Rich and engaging problem-solving
activities for the more able
Enable more able children to explore curriculum content in greater
depth and develop their mathematical reasoning skills with a rich
bank of maths activities.
•• Engage and inspire pupils using challenging space-themed
problem-solving activities.
•• Gain confidence to stretch your more able
pupils in mathematics.
•• Demonstrate support for more able children,
as required by Ofsted.
Sample pages from
Maths for the More Able Year 6

See Maths for the
More Able in action at
risingstars-uk.com/
mathsmoreable

Developed in association with:
National Association for Able Children in Education

risingstars-uk.com/mathsmoreable
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Key Stages

READING
MORE
AND
ABLE
ENGLISH

ISBN

Challenge more able pupils and
deepen understanding
Extend higher attaining pupils within the current programme of study
with pupil activities and teacher guidance.
•• Enrich and deepen mathematical understanding.
•• Develop problem-solving and reasoning skills and stimulate higherorder thinking with exciting maths missions.
•• Feel supported with full guidance on the content in each mission.

Title

£400

9781783392292 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Mission File 1

£9.99

9781783392308 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Mission File 2

£9.99

9781783392315 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Mission File 3

£9.99

9781783392322 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Mission File 4

£9.99

9781783392339 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Mission File 5

£9.99

9781783392346 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Teacher's Book 1

£40

9781783392353 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Teacher's Book 2

£40

9781783392360 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Teacher's Book 3

£40

9781783392377 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Teacher's Book 4

£40

9781783392384 Brain Academy: Maths Challenges Teacher's Book 5

£40

Brain Academy includes:
Five full-colour Pupil Books –
Mission Files 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
✔✔ 18 multi-step missions in each book
Five accompanying Teacher’s Guides
✔✔ Subject knowledge support
✔✔ Full answers
✔✔ Hints, tips and questions to ask children
✔✔ Curriculum links

Sample pages from
Mission File 1.14
Happy Birthday Da Vinci!
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risingstars-uk.com/brainacademy

Price

9781783392391 Brain Academy Whole School Pack

‘An excellent way of
enthusing more able
learners ... a must for
every classroom.’
Teach Primary Magazine

Growth Mindset Lessons:
Every child a learner

ISBN

Title

9781510446168

Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition Lessons for Primary
Schools (5 Copy Pack)

£125
Save £35

Price

9781510424371

Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition Lessons for Primary
Schools (Single Copy)

£31.99

9781510403765 Growth Mindset Lessons (5 Copy Pack)
9781471893681

SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Teacher
Handbooks

Key Stages

£125
Save £35

Growth Mindset Lessons (Single Copy)

£31.99

9781471829475 Outstanding Formative Assessment: Culture and Practice

£34.99

Katherine Muncaster with Shirley Clarke

An essential handbook for anyone looking to
embed a growth mindset across their primary
school. With practical strategies, lesson plans
and extensive examples, this comprehensive
resource takes the concept of growth mindset
and turns it into a powerful reality.

Thinking Classrooms: NEW
Metacognition Lessons
for Primary Schools
Katherine Muncaster with Shirley Clarke

Teaching children metacognitive skills has
been shown to raise attainment by up to
seven months according to research by the
EEF. Introduce metacognition and embed a
powerful thinking across your school with this
new practical handbook for use in Reception
through to Key Stage 2.

Outstanding
Formative
Assessment
Shirley Clarke

This comprehensive book is clearly structured
around the ways in which teachers actually
teach, with QR-coded web video clips to
illustrate key points in action.

‘Teaching mindsets opens
a gateway for children to
challenge themselves and
learn from their mistakes.’
Denise Story, Year 2 teacher,
Tithe Barn Primary School

About the authors
Katherine Muncaster
Katherine Muncaster
is an experienced
headteacher and speaker
who is passionate
about mindsets, teaching and learning.
For the past eight years, she has been
researching and developing mindsets and
metacognition in the classroom through
the direct teaching of concepts and
development of classroom culture.

Shirley Clarke
Shirley Clarke has
written a number of
books for teachers about
formative assessment.
Her books are always bestsellers, written
in an accessible, example-laden style and
are considered a vital resource for those
committed to the power of formative
assessment.

risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing
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SCHOOL
READINGIMPROVEMENT
AND ENGLISH

Bring a
colleague
for just
£50 + VAT!

Explore our brand-new regional, face-to-face
courses and online training that will provide you
and your colleagues with practical, workable
solutions that can be implemented immediately.
COURSES INCLUDE:
•• New to teaching Maths: Essential subject knowledge for NQTs.
•• New to teaching English: Essential subject knowledge for NQTs.
•• Social, Mental and Emotional Health: How to support pupils with SMEH difficulties in your classroom.

To find out more about the course dates near you, visit:
risingstars-uk.com/training.
RS Assessment from Hodder Education’s

PRIMARY ASSESSMENT
CONFERENCE
Using data effectively to improve teaching and pupil learning

Manchester: Thursday, 21 March 2019

Central London: Thursday, 28 March 2019
Did you know...
9.00am – 3.50pm
we are also running a
Hear TED-style talks from an expert panel who will guide you through the latest discussions
FREE Raising English
about data and provide ideas on how to make assessment a tool that serves you, your
colleagues and your school to ensure you can improve the outcomes of all students.
Standards Conference
Conference fee: £249 £199 + VAT when you quote ‘PSM’ when making your booking
in London this June.
Bring a colleague for £50 + VAT – simply register for two or more places
Limited places so
book early. Gain tried and tested tips,
Hear expert advice on how
Assess ways of tracking

Join leading experts,
experienced practitioners
and best-selling authors at
one of our 2019 conferences;
hear the latest discussions,
best practice case studies and
new policy information to help
you and your school ensure all
pupils progress.
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tools and techniques on
how to avoid the common
mistakes with data and
hear case studies from
schools that have got their
asssessment ‘right’

you and your colleagues can
make reliable judgements on
attainment and discover
ways to boost understanding
on what progress looks like

progress effectively and
discover ways to make
your data more meaningful
when informing teaching
and learning

View the full programme, read the panel of experts’ bios and book your places today,
visit www.risingstars-uk.com/pac2019
or contact us via 01295 222772 or training@risingstars-uk.com
Can’t make the conference?

Feedback from the SATs 2018: Implications for Teaching and
Learning 2018/19 Masterclass
Central London: Friday, 9 November 2018
Birmingham: Thursday, 15 November 2018
Learn exactly what is required for your pupils to exceed the expected standard, with expert analysis of
the 2018 National Test papers, and receive detailed guidance on the implications for teaching across
your school.

Find out more and book your places by visiting,
www.risingstars-uk.com/feedbacksats

To see the current list of conferences, dates and locations, please visit:
risingstars-uk.com/conferences.

Join our Teacher Team
We are constantly seeking feedback
on our resources from teachers. If
you’d like to get involved in shaping
the resources we produce, why not
join our Teacher Team? In return for
your insights we’ll give you vouchers
and free books! Find out more at
risingstars-uk.com/teacherteam.

Our Partner Schools
At Rising Stars, we take pride in the close relationships that we
have built with our partner schools. These relationships help
us to understand teachers’ needs and help us to create helpful
and engaging resources for the classroom. We’d like to take this
opportunity to say a huge thank you for all of your feedback and
input – we really appreciate it.

Tennyson Road Primary School,
Luton

Penn Wood Primary,
Slough

Walton-le-Dale,
Preston

St Giles Church of England
Primary, Willenhall

Our Advisory Team
We also work with an impressive team of expert consultants and experienced teachers
who share their knowledge and feedback.

English Advisers

Mathematics Advisers

Reading Advisers

Shareen Mayers, English Consultant

Caroline Clissold, Mathematics Consultant
and Trainer

Clare Wood, Professor of Psychology
specialising in literacy

Steph King, Primary Mathematics Consultant

Abigail Steel, Independent Phonics and
Literacy Consultant

Maddy Barnes, English consultant
Kate Ruttle, SEN and Literacy Consultant
Siobhan Skeffington, Primary English Consultant
Helen Marron, Teaching and Learning Advisor,
SIPS education
Maggie McGuigan, English Consultant

Cherri Moseley, Primary Mathematics Consultant
Trevor Dixon, Mathematics Consultant
Sarah-Anne Fernandes, Mathematics Consultant
Belle Cottingham, Mathematics Consultant

Gill Budgell, Independent Literacy Consultant
Tracey Matthews, Independent Phonics Consultant
Janet Thompson, Independent Phonics Consultant
Dawn Robertson, Literacy Consultant

Science Advisers

Computing Advisers

School Improvement

Jane Maloney, Science Adviser

Miles Berry, Senior Lecturer and Subject Leader
for Computing

Shirley Clarke, Formative assessment expert

Shân Oswald, Science Adviser
Joelle Halliday, Science Adviser

Dave Smith, Havering School Improvement
Services
Amanda Jackson, Havering School
Improvement Services
Katy Potts, Computing, Digital and Online lead
at Islington Council

Katherine Muncaster, Headteacher, Tithe Barn
Primary School
Geoff Smith, Headteacher, Kehelland
Village School
Shona Pye, Virtuals Project™ Master Facilitator
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V
Voyagers: History and Geography

46
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WordBlaze
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All prices and publication dates are correct at the time of going
to press, but are subject to change without notice.
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Arrange a visit from your local consultant
Find out more about how our wide range of resources can support the
needs of your school and get your bespoke quote by booking a visit
from your local consultant. Contact details can be found at
risingstars-uk.com/consultant.
You can also visit our website at risingstars-uk.com to keep up-to-date
with all the latest Rising Stars news, view sample pages, access free
resources, read teacher reviews and lots more.

North East
Lisa Robbie
lisa.robbie@risingstars-uk.com
07881 244249

North West
Clare Deary
clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
07816 892352

The Midlands
Gaynor Bayliss
gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com
07810 850782

East Midlands and Yorkshire
Liz Eamonson
liz.eamonson@risingstars-uk.com
07703 566690

Hampshire and the South West
Lesley Burgess
lesley.burgess@risingstars-uk.com
07584 142352

Kent, Sussex, South and
East London
Jo Greenwood
jo.greenwood@risingstars-uk.com
07557 488562

Surrey, M4 Corridor, North, West
and Central London
Lesley Burgess
lesley.burgess@risingstars-uk.com
07584 142352

Thames Valley, Hertfordshire and
East Anglia
Shirley O’Kane
shirley.okane@risingstars-uk.com
0779 5452182

North Wales
Clare Deary
clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
07816 892352

South Wales
Gaynor Bayliss
gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com
07810 850782

Scotland
Lesley Burgess
lesley.burgess@risingstars-uk.com
07584 142352

How to contact us

If you have any queries about the resources in this
catalogue, or need help placing an order, you can
contact our friendly customer services team using
the following contact details.

UK Schools

ENVELOPE

Rising Stars
Bookpoint
130 Park Drive
Milton Park
Abingdon
Oxon OX14 4SE
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01235 400555
primary@bookpoint.co.uk

International Schools
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+44 (0)203 122 7399
international.sales@risingstars-uk.com
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